CASE STUDY

Yankee Stadium
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

PROJECT OVERVIEW
• All electrical construction and
maintenance at the new Yankee
Stadium since day 1 in 2008
• On-call electrical support during MLB
games and other marquee events
• Single point of contact for vendor
management at Yankee Stadium
TECHNICAL SCOPE

Trusted Partner to an Iconic Organization
Since 2008, Unity has performed all electrical construction, maintenance,
and critical systems work at the new Yankee Stadium in the Bronx.
The Yankees are an iconic, respected organization with deep ties to
New York City, and Unity is proud to have served them reliably for more
than a decade.

• All electrical maintenance,
construction, and critical systems
work in Yankee Stadium

The Yankees are also a highly personal organization with high
expectations and a habit of rewarding trusted business partners, like
Unity, with increasing responsibility over time.

• Preventative maintenance and
downtime prevention

The Value Is in the Trust

• Electrical support for every Yankees
game, or concert
• Data center and telecom upgrades,
high work, other special projects
KEY BENEFITS
• Single trusted advisor across vendors,
equipment, commodities, products,
and solutions
• Significant financial benefits and
economies of scale

Unity is responsible for all uptime creation, outage prevention, and most
electrical special project execution at Yankee Stadium. Unity also acts as
the single point of contact for a wide range of vendors.
Whether it’s a retrofit of the Great Hall or upgrading the lighting in the
batting cages. Performing teledata upgrades for Verizon, or a data center
relocation. A facility-wide LED conversion, or providing routine electrical
support for every single Yankees game. The Yankees trust Unity to get the
job done.

• Reliability and uptime during games
and other high-profile events
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A Single Point of Contact for Electrical Maintenance
Yankee Stadium is a high-profile facility with complex needs.
For the Yankees, having a relationship with a trusted electrical
maintenance provider like Unity has been invaluable. The Yankees
can come to Unity with virtually any electrical construction job,
and know that Unity will give a reliable estimate, and get the job
done on time.
The Yankees trust Unity’s ability to solve problems, and deliver
reliable solutions in Yankee Stadium.
Unity also manages all of the subcontractors for any given
project, relieving the administrative burden on the Yankees,
so they can focus on what matters — creating world-class
experiences for their fans and customers.

Conclusion
After more than ten years working together, Unity’s relationship
with The Yankees continues to grow. With a host of electrical
construction and maintenance projects on the agenda for 2019
and 2020, the Yankees continue to turn to Unity for a full range of
electrical needs.

CONTACT
Unity International Group
6545 Fresh Meadow Ln
Flushing, NY 11365, USA

Office: (718) 539 - 4300
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